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T3 Doc Spec CR Rev Rel Subject Cat Version-
Current 

Version-
New 

T3-030635 31.102 154 - Rel-4 Reservation of service n°54 F 4.9.0 4.10.0 

T3-030732 31.102 160 - Rel-6 Clarification of EF PBR description F 6.2.0 6.3.0 

T3-030654 31.102 155 - R99 Correction to SMS F 3.13.0 3.14.0 

T3-030655 31.102 156 - Rel-4 Correction to SMS F 4.9.0 4.10.0 

T3-030656 31.102 157 - Rel-5 Correction to SMS F 5.5.0 5.6.0 

T3-030657 31.102 158 - Rel-6 Correction to SMS F 6.2.0 6.3.0 

T3-030736 31.102 161 - R99 Correction to SFI F 3.13.0 3.14.0 

T3-030737 31.102 162 - Rel-4 Correction to SFI F 4.9.0 4.10.0 
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CHANGE REQUEST 
 

� 31.102 CR 154 � rev - � Current version: 4.9.0 � 

 
For HELP on using this form, see bottom of this page or look at the pop-up text over the � symbols. 

 
 

Proposed change affects: UICC apps� X ME X Radio Access Network  Core Network  
 

 
Title: � Reservation of service n°54 
  
Source: � T3 
  
Work item code: � TEI  Date: � 22/08/2003 
     
Category: � F  Release: � Rel-4 
 Use one of the following categories: 

F  (correction) 
A  (corresponds to a correction in an earlier release) 
B  (addition of feature),  
C  (functional modification of feature) 
D  (editorial modification) 

Detailed explanations of the above categories can 
be found in 3GPP TR 21.900. 

Use one of the following releases: 
2 (GSM Phase 2) 
R96 (Release 1996) 
R97 (Release 1997) 
R98 (Release 1998) 
R99 (Release 1999) 
Rel-4 (Release 4) 
Rel-5 (Release 5) 
Rel-6 (Release 6) 

  
Reason for change: � In the UST, service n°54 is not defined because it has been defined from release 

5 onwards 
  
Summary of change: � Indicate that service n°54 is reserved for future use 
  
Consequences if  � 
not approved: 

Implementers do no know what the service n°54 is used for 

  
Clauses affected: � 4.2.8 
  
 Y N   
Other specs �    Other core specifications �  
affected:    Test specifications  
    O&M Specifications  
  
Other comments: �  
 
How to create CRs using this form: 
Comprehensive information and tips about how to create CRs can be found at http://www.3gpp.org/specs/CR.htm.  
Below is a brief summary: 

1) Fill out the above form. The symbols above marked � contain pop-up help information about the field that they are 
closest to. 

2) Obtain the latest version for the release of the specification to which the change is proposed. Use the MS Word 
"revision marks"  feature (also known as "track changes") when making the changes. All 3GPP specifications can be 
downloaded from the 3GPP server under ftp://ftp.3gpp.org/specs/ For the latest version, look for the directory name 
with the latest date e.g. 2001-03 contains the specifications resulting from the March 2001 TSG meetings. 
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3) With "track changes" disabled, paste the entire CR form (use CTRL-A to select it) into the specification just in front of 
the clause containing the first piece of changed text.  Delete those parts of the specification which are not relevant to 
the change request. 
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4.2.8 EFUST (USIM Service Table) 

This EF indicates which services are available. If a service is not indicated as available in the USIM, the ME shall not 
select this service. 

Identifier: '6F38' Structure: transparent Mandatory 
SFI: '04'  

File size: X bytes, X >= 1 Update activity: low 

Access Conditions: 
 READ PIN 
 UPDATE ADM 
 DEACTIVATE ADM 
 ACTIVATE ADM 
 

Bytes Description M/O Length 
1 Services n°1 to n°8 M 1 byte 
2 Services n°9 to n°16 O 1 byte 
3 Services n°17 to n°24 O 1 byte 
4 Services n°25 to n°32 O 1 byte 

etc.    
X Services n°(8X-7) to n°(8X) O 1 byte 
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-Services   
   Contents: Service n°1: Local Phone Book 
 Service n°2: Fixed Dialling Numbers (FDN) 
 Service n°3: Extension 2 
 Service n°4: Service Dialling Numbers (SDN) 
 Service n°5: Extension3 
 Service n°6: Barred Dialling Numbers (BDN) 
 Service n°7: Extension4 
 Service n°8: Outgoing Call Information (OCI and OCT) 
 Service n°9: Incoming Call Information (ICI and ICT) 
 Service n°10: Short Message Storage (SMS) 
 Service n°11: Short Message Status Reports (SMSR) 
 Service n°12: Short Message Service Parameters (SMSP) 
 Service n°13: Advice of Charge (AoC) 
 Service n°14: Capability Configuration Parameters (CCP) 
 Service n°15: Cell Broadcast Message Identifier  
 Service n°16: Cell Broadcast Message Identifier Ranges  
 Service n°17: Group Identifier Level 1 
 Service n°18: Group Identifier Level 2 
 Service n°19: Service Provider Name 
 Service n°20: User controlled PLMN selector with Access Technology 
 Service n°21: MSISDN 
 Service n°22: Image (IMG) 
 Service n°23: Not used (reserved for SoLSA)  
 Service n°24: Enhanced Multi-Level Precedence and Pre-emption Service 
 Service n°25: Automatic Answer for eMLPP 
 Service n°26: RFU 
 Service n°27: GSM Access 
 Service n°28: Data download via SMS-PP 
 Service n°29: Data download via SMS-CB 
 Service n°30: Call Control by USIM 
 Service n°31: MO-SMS Control by USIM 
 Service n°32: RUN AT COMMAND command 
 Service n°33: shall be set to '1' 
 Service n°34: Enabled Services Table 
 Service n°35: APN Control List (ACL) 
 Service n°36: Depersonalisation Control Keys 
 Service n°37: Co-operative Network List 
 Service n°38: GSM security context  
 Service n°39: CPBCCH Information 
 Service n°40: Investigation Scan 
 Service n°41: MExE 
 Service n°42: Operator controlled PLMN selector with Access Technology 
 Service n°43: HPLMN selector with Access Technology 
 Service n°44: Extension 5 
 Service n°45: PLMN Network Name 
 Service n°46: Operator PLMN List 
 Service n°47: Mailbox Dialling Numbers  
 Service n°48: Message Waiting Indication Status 
 Service n°49: Call Forwarding Indication Status 
 Service n°50: RPLMN Last used Access Technology 
 Service n°51: Service Provider Display Information 
 Service n°52 Multimedia Messaging Service (MMS) 
 Service n°53 Extension 8 
 Service n°54 RFU 
 Service n°55 MMS User Connectivity Parameters 
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CHANGE REQUEST 
 

� 31.102 CR 155 � rev - � Current version: 3.13.0 � 

 
For HELP on using this form, see bottom of this page or look at the pop-up text over the � symbols. 

 
 

Proposed change affects: UICC apps� X ME X Radio Access Network  Core Network  
 

 
Title: � Correction to SMS 
  
Source: � T3 
  
Work item code: � TEI  Date: � 19/08/2003 
     
Category: � F  Release: � R99 
 Use one of the following categories: 

F  (correction) 
A  (corresponds to a correction in an earlier release) 
B  (addition of feature),  
C  (functional modification of feature) 
D  (editorial modification) 

Detailed explanations of the above categories can 
be found in 3GPP TR 21.900. 

Use one of the following releases: 
2 (GSM Phase 2) 
R96 (Release 1996) 
R97 (Release 1997) 
R98 (Release 1998) 
R99 (Release 1999) 
Rel-4 (Release 4) 
Rel-5 (Release 5) 
Rel-6 (Release 6) 

  
Reason for change: � To correct the conflict description between EF(SMS) and the procedure; status 

report requested, received but not stored in EFSMSR. 
  
Summary of change: � The conflict coding is revised. 
  
Consequences if  � 
not approved: 

The conflict coding is on the specification. 

  
Clauses affected: � 5.3.3 
  
 Y N   
Other specs �    Other core specifications �  
affected:    Test specifications  
    O&M Specifications  
  
Other comments: �  
 
How to create CRs using this form: 
Comprehensive information and tips about how to create CRs can be found at http://www.3gpp.org/specs/CR.htm.  
Below is a brief summary: 

1) Fill out the above form. The symbols above marked � contain pop-up help information about the field that they are 
closest to. 

2) Obtain the latest version for the release of the specification to which the change is proposed. Use the MS Word 
"revision marks"  feature (also known as "track changes") when making the changes. All 3GPP specifications can be 
downloaded from the 3GPP server under ftp://ftp.3gpp.org/specs/ For the latest version, look for the directory name 
with the latest date e.g. 2001-03 contains the specifications resulting from the March 2001 TSG meetings. 
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3) With "track changes" disabled, paste the entire CR form (use CTRL-A to select it) into the specification just in front of 
the clause containing the first piece of changed text.  Delete those parts of the specification which are not relevant to 
the change request. 

5.3.3 Short messages 

- Requirement: Service n°10 "available". 

- Request:  The USIM seeks for the identified short message. If this message is found, the ME performs the  
    reading procedure with EFSMS. 

- If service n°10 is "available" and the status of the SMS is '1D' (status report requested, received and stored in 
EFSMSR), the ME performs the reading procedure with the corresponding record in EFSMSR. If the ME does not 
find a corresponding record in EFSMSR, then the ME shall update the status of the SMS with '1519' (status report 
requested, received but not stored in EFSMSR). 

- If the short message is not found within the USIM memory, the USIM indicates that to the ME. 

- Update: The ME looks for the next available area to store the short message. If such an area is available, it  
    performs the updating procedure with EFSMS. 

- If there is no available empty space in the USIM to store the received short message, a specific MMI will have to 
take place in order not to loose the message. 

- Erasure: The ME will select in the USIM the message area to be erased. Depending on the MMI, the message  
   may be read before the area is marked as "free". After performing the updating procedure with EFSMS,  
   the memory allocated to this short message in the USIM is made available for a new incoming   
    message. The memory of the USIM may still contain the old message until a new message is 
stored in     this area. 

- If service n°11 is "available" and the status of the SMS is '1D' (status report requested, received and stored in 
EFSMSR), the ME performs the erasure procedure for EFSMSR with the corresponding record in EFSMSR. 
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� 31.102 CR 156 � rev - � Current version: 4.9.0 � 
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Proposed change affects: UICC apps� X ME X Radio Access Network  Core Network  
 

 
Title: � Correction to SMS 
  
Source: � T3 
  
Work item code: � TEI  Date: � 19/08/2003 
     
Category: � F  Release: � Rel-4 
 Use one of the following categories: 

F  (correction) 
A  (corresponds to a correction in an earlier release) 
B  (addition of feature),  
C  (functional modification of feature) 
D  (editorial modification) 

Detailed explanations of the above categories can 
be found in 3GPP TR 21.900. 

Use one of the following releases: 
2 (GSM Phase 2) 
R96 (Release 1996) 
R97 (Release 1997) 
R98 (Release 1998) 
R99 (Release 1999) 
Rel-4 (Release 4) 
Rel-5 (Release 5) 
Rel-6 (Release 6) 

  
Reason for change: � To correct the conflict description between EF(SMS) and the procedure; status 

report requested, received but not stored in EFSMSR. 
  
Summary of change: � The conflict coding is revised. 
  
Consequences if  � 
not approved: 

The conflict coding is on the specification. 

  
Clauses affected: � 5.3.3 
  
 Y N   
Other specs �    Other core specifications �  
affected:    Test specifications  
    O&M Specifications  
  
Other comments: �  
 
How to create CRs using this form: 
Comprehensive information and tips about how to create CRs can be found at http://www.3gpp.org/specs/CR.htm.  
Below is a brief summary: 

1) Fill out the above form. The symbols above marked � contain pop-up help information about the field that they are 
closest to. 

2) Obtain the latest version for the release of the specification to which the change is proposed. Use the MS Word 
"revision marks"  feature (also known as "track changes") when making the changes. All 3GPP specifications can be 
downloaded from the 3GPP server under ftp://ftp.3gpp.org/specs/ For the latest version, look for the directory name 
with the latest date e.g. 2001-03 contains the specifications resulting from the March 2001 TSG meetings. 

3) With "track changes" disabled, paste the entire CR form (use CTRL-A to select it) into the specification just in front of 
the clause containing the first piece of changed text.  Delete those parts of the specification which are not relevant to 
the change request. 
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5.3.3 Short messages 

- Requirement: Service n°10 "available". 

- Request:  The USIM seeks for the identified short message. If this message is found, the ME performs the  
    reading procedure with EFSMS. 

- If service n°10 is "available" and the status of the SMS is '1D' (status report requested, received and stored in 
EFSMSR), the ME performs the reading procedure with the corresponding record in EFSMSR. If the ME does not 
find a corresponding record in EFSMSR, then the ME shall update the status of the SMS with '1519' (status report 
requested, received but not stored in EFSMSR). 

- If the short message is not found within the USIM memory, the USIM indicates that to the ME. 

- Update: The ME looks for the next available area to store the short message. If such an area is available, it  
    performs the updating procedure with EFSMS. 

- If there is no available empty space in the USIM to store the received short message, a specific MMI will have to 
take place in order not to loose the message. 

- Erasure: The ME will select in the USIM the message area to be erased. Depending on the MMI, the message  
   may be read before the area is marked as "free". After performing the updating procedure with EFSMS,  
   the memory allocated to this short message in the USIM is made available for a new incoming   
    message. The memory of the USIM may still contain the old message until a new message is 
stored in     this area. 

- If service n°11 is "available" and the status of the SMS is '1D' (status report requested, received and stored in 
EFSMSR), the ME performs the erasure procedure for EFSMSR with the corresponding record in EFSMSR. 
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� 31.102 CR 157 � rev - � Current version: 5.5.0 � 

 
For HELP on using this form, see bottom of this page or look at the pop-up text over the � symbols. 

 
 

Proposed change affects: UICC apps� X ME X Radio Access Network  Core Network  
 

 
Title: � Correction to SMS 
  
Source: � T3 
  
Work item code: � TEI  Date: � 19/08/2003 
     
Category: � F  Release: � Rel-5 
 Use one of the following categories: 

F  (correction) 
A  (corresponds to a correction in an earlier release) 
B  (addition of feature),  
C  (functional modification of feature) 
D  (editorial modification) 

Detailed explanations of the above categories can 
be found in 3GPP TR 21.900. 

Use one of the following releases: 
2 (GSM Phase 2) 
R96 (Release 1996) 
R97 (Release 1997) 
R98 (Release 1998) 
R99 (Release 1999) 
Rel-4 (Release 4) 
Rel-5 (Release 5) 
Rel-6 (Release 6) 

  
Reason for change: � To correct the conflict description between EF(SMS) and the procedure; status 

report requested, received but not stored in EFSMSR. 
  
Summary of change: � The conflict coding is revised. 
  
Consequences if  � 
not approved: 

The conflict coding is on the specification. 

  
Clauses affected: � 5.3.3 
  
 Y N   
Other specs �    Other core specifications �  
affected:    Test specifications  
    O&M Specifications  
  
Other comments: �  
 
How to create CRs using this form: 
Comprehensive information and tips about how to create CRs can be found at http://www.3gpp.org/specs/CR.htm.  
Below is a brief summary: 

1) Fill out the above form. The symbols above marked � contain pop-up help information about the field that they are 
closest to. 

2) Obtain the latest version for the release of the specification to which the change is proposed. Use the MS Word 
"revision marks"  feature (also known as "track changes") when making the changes. All 3GPP specifications can be 
downloaded from the 3GPP server under ftp://ftp.3gpp.org/specs/ For the latest version, look for the directory name 
with the latest date e.g. 2001-03 contains the specifications resulting from the March 2001 TSG meetings. 

3) With "track changes" disabled, paste the entire CR form (use CTRL-A to select it) into the specification just in front of 
the clause containing the first piece of changed text.  Delete those parts of the specification which are not relevant to 
the change request. 
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5.3.3 Short messages 

- Requirement: Service n°10 "available". 

- Request:  The USIM seeks for the identified short message. If this message is found, the ME performs the  
    reading procedure with EFSMS. 

- If service n°10 is "available" and the status of the SMS is '1D' (status report requested, received and stored in 
EFSMSR), the ME performs the reading procedure with the corresponding record in EFSMSR. If the ME does not 
find a corresponding record in EFSMSR, then the ME shall update the status of the SMS with '1519' (status report 
requested, received but not stored in EFSMSR). 

- If the short message is not found within the USIM memory, the USIM indicates that to the ME. 

- Update: The ME looks for the next available area to store the short message. If such an area is available, it  
    performs the updating procedure with EFSMS. 

- If there is no available empty space in the USIM to store the received short message, a specific MMI will have to 
take place in order not to loose the message. 

- Erasure: The ME will select in the USIM the message area to be erased. Depending on the MMI, the message  
   may be read before the area is marked as "free". After performing the updating procedure with EFSMS,  
   the memory allocated to this short message in the USIM is made available for a new incoming   
    message. The memory of the USIM may still contain the old message until a new message is 
stored in     this area. 

- If service n°11 is "available" and the status of the SMS is '1D' (status report requested, received and stored in 
EFSMSR), the ME performs the erasure procedure for EFSMSR with the corresponding record in EFSMSR. 
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CHANGE REQUEST 
 

� 31.102 CR 158 � rev - � Current version: 6.2.0 � 

 
For HELP on using this form, see bottom of this page or look at the pop-up text over the � symbols. 

 
 

Proposed change affects: UICC apps� X ME X Radio Access Network  Core Network  
 

 
Title: � Correction to SMS 
  
Source: � T3 
  
Work item code: � TEI  Date: � 19/08/2003 
     
Category: � F  Release: � Rel-6 
 Use one of the following categories: 

F  (correction) 
A  (corresponds to a correction in an earlier release) 
B  (addition of feature),  
C  (functional modification of feature) 
D  (editorial modification) 

Detailed explanations of the above categories can 
be found in 3GPP TR 21.900. 

Use one of the following releases: 
2 (GSM Phase 2) 
R96 (Release 1996) 
R97 (Release 1997) 
R98 (Release 1998) 
R99 (Release 1999) 
Rel-4 (Release 4) 
Rel-5 (Release 5) 
Rel-6 (Release 6) 

  
Reason for change: � To correct the conflict description between EF(SMS) and the procedure; status 

report requested, received but not stored in EFSMSR. 
  
Summary of change: � The conflict coding is revised. 
  
Consequences if  � 
not approved: 

The conflict coding is on the specification. 

  
Clauses affected: � 5.3.3 
  
 Y N   
Other specs �    Other core specifications �  
affected:    Test specifications  
    O&M Specifications  
  
Other comments: �  
 
How to create CRs using this form: 
Comprehensive information and tips about how to create CRs can be found at http://www.3gpp.org/specs/CR.htm.  
Below is a brief summary: 

1) Fill out the above form. The symbols above marked � contain pop-up help information about the field that they are 
closest to. 

2) Obtain the latest version for the release of the specification to which the change is proposed. Use the MS Word 
"revision marks"  feature (also known as "track changes") when making the changes. All 3GPP specifications can be 
downloaded from the 3GPP server under ftp://ftp.3gpp.org/specs/ For the latest version, look for the directory name 
with the latest date e.g. 2001-03 contains the specifications resulting from the March 2001 TSG meetings. 

3) With "track changes" disabled, paste the entire CR form (use CTRL-A to select it) into the specification just in front of 
the clause containing the first piece of changed text.  Delete those parts of the specification which are not relevant to 
the change request. 
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5.3.3 Short messages 

- Requirement: Service n°10 "available". 

- Request:  The USIM seeks for the identified short message. If this message is found, the ME performs the  
    reading procedure with EFSMS. 

- If service n°10 is "available" and the status of the SMS is '1D' (status report requested, received and stored in 
EFSMSR), the ME performs the reading procedure with the corresponding record in EFSMSR. If the ME does not 
find a corresponding record in EFSMSR, then the ME shall update the status of the SMS with '1519' (status report 
requested, received but not stored in EFSMSR). 

- If the short message is not found within the USIM memory, the USIM indicates that to the ME. 

- Update: The ME looks for the next available area to store the short message. If such an area is available, it  
    performs the updating procedure with EFSMS. 

- If there is no available empty space in the USIM to store the received short message, a specific MMI will have to 
take place in order not to loose the message. 

- Erasure: The ME will select in the USIM the message area to be erased. Depending on the MMI, the message  
   may be read before the area is marked as "free". After performing the updating procedure with EFSMS,  
   the memory allocated to this short message in the USIM is made available for a new incoming   
    message. The memory of the USIM may still contain the old message until a new message is 
stored in     this area. 

- If service n°11 is "available" and the status of the SMS is '1D' (status report requested, received and stored in 
EFSMSR), the ME performs the erasure procedure for EFSMSR with the corresponding record in EFSMSR. 
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CHANGE REQUEST 
 

� 31.102 CR 160 � rev - � Current version: 6.2.0 � 

 
For HELP on using this form, see bottom of this page or look at the pop-up text over the � symbols. 

 
 

Proposed change affects: UICC apps� X ME X Radio Access Network  Core Network  
 

 
Title: � Clarification of EF PBR description  
  
Source: � T3 
  
Work item code: � TEI  Date: � 22/08/2003 
     
Category: � F  Release: � Rel-6 
 Use one of the following categories: 

F  (correction) 
A  (corresponds to a correction in an earlier release) 
B  (addition of feature),  
C  (functional modification of feature) 
D  (editorial modification) 

Detailed explanations of the above categories can 
be found in 3GPP TR 21.900. 

Use one of the following releases: 
2 (GSM Phase 2) 
R96 (Release 1996) 
R97 (Release 1997) 
R98 (Release 1998) 
R99 (Release 1999) 
Rel-4 (Release 4) 
Rel-5 (Release 5) 
Rel-6 (Release 6) 

  
Reason for change: � Unclear description of the “master EF” in the constructed Tag 'A8' in the EF PBR 

and the resulting access conditions for other files in the Phonebook 
  
Summary of change: � Only the “master EF” of the first record in EF PBR “sets” the access conditions of 

all other files in the Phonebook directory 
  
Consequences if  � 
not approved: 

Misinterpretations of the specification can cause interworking problems between 
the card and the terminal. 
e.g. 
It is not clear what is valid if more than one record is present in EF PBR. E.g. the 
two “ master EF” have different access conditions but “sharing” files (e.g. EF 
EXT1) which access condition shall be used? 

  
Clauses affected: � 4.4.2.1 
  
 Y N   
Other specs �  N  Other core specifications �  
affected:  N  Test specifications  
  N  O&M Specifications  
  
Other comments: �  
 
How to create CRs using this form: 
Comprehensive information and tips about how to create CRs can be found at http://www.3gpp.org/specs/CR.htm.  
Below is a brief summary: 

1) Fill out the above form. The symbols above marked � contain pop-up help information about the field that they are 
closest to. 
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2) Obtain the latest version for the release of the specification to which the change is proposed. Use the MS Word 
"revision marks"  feature (also known as "track changes") when making the changes. All 3GPP specifications can be 
downloaded from the 3GPP server under ftp://ftp.3gpp.org/specs/ For the latest version, look for the directory name 
with the latest date e.g. 2001-03 contains the specifications resulting from the March 2001 TSG meetings. 

3) With "track changes" disabled, paste the entire CR form (use CTRL-A to select it) into the specification just in front of 
the clause containing the first piece of changed text.  Delete those parts of the specification which are not relevant to 
the change request. 
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4.4.2.1 EFPBR (Phone Book Reference file) 

This file describes the structure of the phonebook. All EFs representing the phonebook are specified here, together with 
their file identifiers (FID) and their short file identifiers (SFI), if applicable. 

Certain kinds of EFs can occur more than once in the phonebook, e.g. there may be two entities of Abbreviated Dialling 
Numbers, EFADN and EFADN1. For these kinds of EFs, no fixed FID values are specified. Instead, the value '4FXX' 
indicates that the value is to be assigned by the card issuer. These assigned values are then indicated in the associated 
TLV object in EFPBR. 

EFs stating an SFI value ('YY') in the description of their structure shall provide an SFI. The value shall be assigned by 
the card issuer and is indicated in the associated TLV object in EFPBR. 

The reference file is a file that contains information how the information in the different files is to be combined together 
to form a phone book entry. The reference file contains records. Each record specifies the structure of up to 254 entries 
in the phone book. Each phone book entry consists of data stored in files indicated in the reference file record. The entry 
structure shall be the same over all the records in the EF PBR. If more than 254 entries are to be stored, a second record 
is needed in the reference file. The structure of a phone book entry is defined by different TLV objects that are stored in 
a reference file record. The reference file record structure describes the way a record in a file that is part of the 
phonebook is used to create a complete entry. Three different types of file linking exist. 

- Type 1 files: Files that contain as many records as the reference/master file (EFADN, EFADN1) and are linked on 
record number bases (Rec1 -> Rec1). The master file record number is the reference. 

- Type 2 files: Files that contain less entries than the master file and are linked via pointers in the index 
administration file (EFIAP). 

- Type 3 files are files that are linked by a record identifier within a record. 

Table 4.1: Phone Book Reference file Constructed Tags 

Tag Value Constructed TAG Description 
'A8' Indicating files where the amount of records equal to 

master EF, type 1 
'A9' Indicating files that are linked using the index 

administration file, type 2. Order of pointer 
appearance in index administration EF is the same as 
the order of file IDs following this tag 

'AA' Indicating files that are linked using a record identifier, 
type 3. (The file pointed to is defined by the TLV 
object.) 

 

The first file ID in the first record of EF PBR indicated using constructed Tag 'A8' is called the master EF. Access 
conditions for all other files in the Phonebook index structure using Tags 'A8', 'A9' or 'AA' is set to the same as for the 
master EF unless otherwise specified in the present document. 

File IDs indicated using constructed Tag 'A8' is a type 1 file and contains the same number of records as the first file 
that is indicated in the data part of this TLV object. All files following this Tag are mapped one to one using the record 
numbers/IDs of the first file indicated in this TLV object. 

File IDs indicated using constructed Tag 'A9' are mapped to the master EF (the file ID indicated as the first data object 
in the TLV object using Tag 'A8') using the pointers in the index administration file. The order of the pointers in the 
index administration file is the same as the order of the file IDs presented after Tag 'A9'. If this Tag is not present in the 
reference file record the index administration file is not present in the structure. In case the index administration file is 
not present in the structure it is not indicated in the data following tag 'A8'. 

File IDs indicated using constructed Tag 'AA' indicate files that are part of the reference structure but they are addressed 
using record identifiers within a record in one or more of the files that are part of the reference structure. The length of 
the tag indicates whether the file to be addressed resides in the same directory or if a path to the file is provided in the 
TLV object. 
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Type 2 and type 3 files contain records that may be shared between several phonebook entries (except when otherwise 
indicated). The terminal shall ensure that a shared record is emptied when the last phonebook entry referencing it is 
modified in such a way that it doesn't reference the record anymore.  

NOTE: in the current version of the specification, only type 3 files contain records that may be shared. 

Each constructed Tag contains a list of primitive Tags indicating the order and the kind of data (e.g. ADN, IAP,…) of 
the reference structure. 

The primitive tag identifies clearly the type of data, its value field indicates the file identifier and, if applicable, the SFI 
value of the specified EF. That is, the length value of a primitive tag indicates if an SFI value is available for the EF or 
not: 

- Length = '02' Value: 'FID (2 bytes)' 

- Length = '03' Value: 'FID (2 bytes)', 'SFI (1 byte)' 

Table 4.2: Tag definitions for the phone book kind of file 

Tag Value TAG Description 
'C0' EFADN data object 
'C1' EFIAP data object 
'C2' EFEXT1 data object 
'C3' EFSNE data object 
'C4' EFANR data object 
'C5' EFPBC data object 
'C6' EFGRP data object 
'C7' EFAAS data object 
'C8' EFGAS data object 
'C9' EFUID data object 
'CA' EFEMAIL data object 
'CB' EFCCP1 data object 

 

Table 4.3 (below) lists the allowed types for each kind of file:  

Table 4.3: Presence of files as type  

File name Type 1 Type 2 Type 3 
EFAAS   X 
EFADN X   
EFANR X X  

EFEMAIL X X  
EFEXT1   X 
EFGAS   X 
EFGRP X   
EFIAP X   
EFPBC X   
EFSNE X X  
EFUID X   

EFCCP1   X 
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Phone Book Reference file EFPBR structure 

Identifier: '4F30' Structure: linear fixed Conditional 
(see Note) 

Record Length: X bytes Update activity: low 

Access Conditions: 
 READ PIN 
 UPDATE ADM 
 DEACTIVATE ADM 
 ACTIVATE ADM 
 

Bytes Description M/O Length 
1 to X TLV object(s) for indicating EFs that are part of 

the phone book structure 
M X bytes 

NOTE: This file is mandatory if and only if DFPhonebook is present. 
 

At the end of each record, unused bytes, if any, shall be filled with 'FF'. 
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4 Contents of the Files 
This clause specifies the EFs for the 3G session defining access conditions, data items and coding. A data item is a part 
of an EF which represents a complete logical entity, e.g. the alpha tag in an EFADN record. 

EFs or data items having an unassigned value, or, which during the 3G session, are cleared by the ME, shall have their 
bytes set to 'FF'. After the administrative phase all data items shall have a defined value or have their bytes set to 'FF'. If 
a data item is 'deleted' during a 3G session by the allocation of a value specified in another 3GPP TS, then this value 
shall be used and the data item is not unassigned. For example, for a deleted LAI in EFLOCI the last byte takes the value 
'FE' (TS 24.008 [9] refers). 

A file is associated with attributes that depending of the file type indicates how data is to be accessed e.g. file size, 
record length etc. Although in the present document some files and data items stored in a file are indicated as having a 
fixed length; when reading such structures the terminal shall derive the length of the data item from the attributes 
provided in the file information i.e. not use the fixed value specified for the file in the present document. Although the 
terminal is able to read the entire structure it should only use those elements in the data item which is recognised by the 
terminal. 

EFs are mandatory (M) or optional (O). The file size of an optional EF may be zero. All implemented EFs with a file 
size greater than zero shall contain all mandatory data items. Optional data items may either be filled with 'F', or, if 
located at the end of an EF, need not exist. 

For any EFs, when the SFI is not indicated in the description of the file it is not allowed to assign a SFI. If in the 
description of the file a SFI value is indicated the file shall support SFI. The SFI value shall be assigned by the card 
issuer. 

When the coding is according to ITU-T Recommendation T.50 [23], bit 8 of every byte shall be set to 0. 

For an overview containing all files see figures 4.1 and 4.2. 
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4.2.9 EFACM (Accumulated Call Meter) 

This EF contains the total number of units for both the current call and the preceding calls. 

NOTE: The information may be used to provide an indication to the user for advice or as a basis for the 
calculation of the monetary cost of calls (see TS 22.086 [15]). 

Identifier: '6F39' Structure: cyclic Optional 
SFI: OptionalRecommended  

Record length: 3 bytes Update activity: high 

Access Conditions: 
 READ PIN 
 UPDATE PIN/PIN2 
  (fixed during administrative management) 
 INCREASE  PIN 
 DEACTIVATE ADM 
 ACTIVATE ADM 
 

Bytes Description M/O Length 
1 to 3 Accumulated count of units M 3 bytes 

NOTE: 
 If a SFI is assigned, the recommended value is ‘1C’. However cards may exist that 
indicate another value. Therefore the terminal shall be able to handle other values. 
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4.4.2.1 EFPBR (Phone Book Reference file) 

This file describes the structure of the phonebook. All EFs representing the phonebook are specified here, together with 
their file identifiers (FID) and their short file identifiers (SFI), if applicable. 

Certain kinds of EFs can occur more than once in the phonebook, e.g. there may be two entities of Abbreviated Dialling 
Numbers,  EFADN and EFADN1. For these kinds of EFs, no fixed FID values are specified. Instead, the value '4FXX'  
indicates that the value is to be assigned by the card issuer. These assigned values are then indicated in the associated 
TLV object in EFPBR. 

It is mandatory for EFs stating a SFI value ('YY') in the description of their structure to provide a SFI. For files where in 
the file description the SFI is indicated as 'Optional' the file may support a SFI. EFs stating an SFI value ('YY') in the 
description of their structure shall provide an SFI. The SFI value assigned to an EF which is indicated in EFPBR shall 
correspond to the SFI indicated in the TLV object in EFPBR. shall be assigned by the card issuer and is indicated in the 
associated TLV object in EFPBR. 

The reference file is a file that contains information how the information in the different files is to be combined together 
to form a phone book entry. The reference file contains records. Each record specifies the structure of up to 254 entries 
in the phone book. Each phone book entry consists of data stored in files indicated in the reference file record. The entry 
structure shall be the same over all the records in the EF PBR. If more than 254 entries are to be stored, a second record 
is needed in the reference file. The structure of a phone book entry is defined by different TLV objects that are stored in 
a reference file record. The reference file record structure describes the way a record in a file that is part of the 
phonebook is used to create a complete entry. Three different types of file linking exist. 
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4.4.2.7 EFAAS (Additional number Alpha String) 

This file contains the alpha strings that are associated with the user defined naming tags for additional numbers 
referenced in EFANR. 

Structure of EFAAS 

Identifier: '4FXX' Structure: linear fixed Optional 
SFI: Optional-  

Record length: X bytes Update activity: low 

Access Conditions: 
 READ PIN 
 UPDATE PIN 
 DEACTIVATE ADM 
 ACTIVATE ADM 
 

Bytes Description M/O Length 
1 to X Alpha text string M X bytes 

 

- Alpha text string. 

Content: 

- user defined text for additional number. 

Coding: 

- same as the alpha identifier in EFADN. 

4.4.2.8 EFGAS (Grouping information Alpha String) 

This file contains the alpha strings that are associated with the group name referenced in EFGRP. 

Structure of EFGAS 

Identifier: '4FXX' Structure: linear fixed Conditional 
(see Note) 

SFI: Optional-  
Record length: X bytes Update activity: low 

Access Conditions: 
 READ PIN 
 UPDATE PIN 
 DEACTIVATE ADM 
 ACTIVATE ADM 
 

Bytes Description M/O Length 
1 to X Alpha text string M X bytes 

NOTE: This file is mandatory if and only if EFGRP is present. 
 

- Alpha text string 

Content:  

- group names. 

Coding: 

- same as the alpha identifier in EFADN. 
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Annex H (normative): 
List of SFI Values 
This annex lists SFI values assigned in this specification. 

H.1 List of SFI Values at the USIM ADF Level 
File Identification SFI Description 

'6FB7' '01' Emergency call codes 
'6F05' '02' Language indication 
'6FAD' '03' Administrative data 
'6F38' '04' USIM service table 
'6F56' '05' Enabled services table 
'6F78' '06' Access control class 
'6F07' '07' IMSI 
'6F08' '08' Ciphering and integrity keys 
'6F09' '09' Ciphering and integrity keys for packet switched domain 
'6F60' '0A' User PLMN selector 
'6F7E '0B' Location information 
'6F73' '0C' Packet switched location information 
'6F7B' '0D' Forbidden PLMNs 
'6F48' '0E' CBMID 
'6F5B' '0F' Hyperframe number 
'6F5C' '10' Maximum value of hyperframe number 
'6F61' '11' Operator PLMN selector 
'6F31' '12' HPLMN search period 
'6F62' '13' Preferred HPLMN access technology 
'6F80' '14' Incoming call information 
'6F81' '15' Outgoing call information 
'6F4F' '16' Capability configuration parameters 2 
'6F06' '17' Access Rule Reference 
'6F65' '18' RPLMN last used Access Technology 
‘6F39’ ‘1C’ Accumulated Call Meter 

NOTE: 
 When used the value ‘1C’ shall be used as SFI for EFACM, for compatibility reasons the terminal shall accept other 
values. 

 

All other SFI values are reserved for future use. 

H.2 List of SFI Values at the DF GSM-ACCESS Level 
File Identification SFI Description 

'4F20' '01' GSM Ciphering Key Kc 
'4F52' '02' GPRS Ciphering Key KcGPRS 

 

All other SFI values are reserved for future use. 
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4 Contents of the Files 
This clause specifies the EFs for the 3G session defining access conditions, data items and coding. A data item is a part 
of an EF which represents a complete logical entity, e.g. the alpha tag in an EFADN record. 

EFs or data items having an unassigned value, or, which during the 3G session, are cleared by the ME, shall have their 
bytes set to 'FF'. After the administrative phase all data items shall have a defined value or have their bytes set to 'FF'. If 
a data item is 'deleted' during a 3G session by the allocation of a value specified in another 3GPP TS, then this value 
shall be used and the data item is not unassigned. For example, for a deleted LAI in EFLOCI the last byte takes the value 
'FE' (TS 24.008 [9] refers). 

A file is associated with attributes that depending of the file type indicates how data is to be accessed e.g. file size, 
record length etc. Although in the present document some files and data items stored in a file are indicated as having a 
fixed length; when reading such structures the terminal shall derive the length of the data item from the attributes 
provided in the file information i.e. not use the fixed value specified for the file in the present document. Although the 
terminal is able to read the entire structure it should only use those elements in the data item which is recognised by the 
terminal. 

EFs are mandatory (M) or optional (O). The file size of an optional EF may be zero. All implemented EFs with a file 
size greater than zero shall contain all mandatory data items. Optional data items may either be filled with 'F', or, if 
located at the end of an EF, need not exist. 

For any EFs, when the SFI is not indicated in the description of the file it is not allowed to assign a SFI. If in the 
description of the file a SFI value is indicated the file shall support SFI. The SFI value shall be assigned by the card 
issuer. 

When the coding is according to ITU-T Recommendation T.50 [23], bit 8 of every byte shall be set to 0. 

For an overview containing all files see figures 4.1 and 4.2. 
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4.2.9 EFACM (Accumulated Call Meter) 

This EF contains the total number of units for both the current call and the preceding calls. 

NOTE: The information may be used to provide an indication to the user for advice or as a basis for the 
calculation of the monetary cost of calls (see TS 22.086 [15]). 

Identifier: '6F39' Structure: cyclic Optional 
SFI: OptionalRecommended  

Record length: 3 bytes Update activity: high 

Access Conditions: 
 READ PIN 
 UPDATE PIN/PIN2 
  (fixed during administrative management) 
 INCREASE  PIN 
 DEACTIVATE ADM 
 ACTIVATE ADM 
 

Bytes Description M/O Length 
1 to 3 Accumulated count of units M 3 bytes 

NOTE: 
 If a SFI is assigned, the recommended value is ‘1C’. However cards may exist that 
indicate another value. Therefore the terminal shall be able to handle other values. 
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4.4.2.1 EFPBR (Phone Book Reference file) 

This file describes the structure of the phonebook. All EFs representing the phonebook are specified here, together with 
their file identifiers (FID) and their short file identifiers (SFI), if applicable. 

Certain kinds of EFs can occur more than once in the phonebook, e.g. there may be two entities of Abbreviated Dialling 
Numbers,  EFADN and EFADN1. For these kinds of EFs, no fixed FID values are specified. Instead, the value '4FXX'  
indicates that the value is to be assigned by the card issuer. These assigned values are then indicated in the associated 
TLV object in EFPBR. 

It is mandatory for EFs stating a SFI value ('YY') in the description of their structure to provide a SFI. For files where in 
the file description the SFI is indicated as ‘Optional‘ the file may support a SFI.EFs stating an SFI value ('YY') in the 
description of their structure shall provide an SFI. The SFI value assigned to an EF which is indicated in EFPBR shall 
correspond to the SFI indicated in the TLV object in EFPBR. shall be assigned by the card issuer and is indicated in the 
associated TLV object in EFPBR.  

The reference file is a file that contains information how the information in the different files is to be combined together 
to form a phone book entry. The reference file contains records. Each record specifies the structure of up to 254 entries 
in the phone book. Each phone book entry consists of data stored in files indicated in the reference file record. The entry 
structure shall be the same over all the records in the EF PBR. If more than 254 entries are to be stored, a second record 
is needed in the reference file. The structure of a phone book entry is defined by different TLV objects that are stored in 
a reference file record. The reference file record structure describes the way a record in a file that is part of the 
phonebook is used to create a complete entry. Three different types of file linking exist. 
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4.4.2.7 EFAAS (Additional number Alpha String) 

This file contains the alpha strings that are associated with the user defined naming tags for additional numbers 
referenced in EFANR. 

Structure of EFAAS 

Identifier: '4FXX' Structure: linear fixed Optional 
SFI: Optional-  

Record length: X bytes Update activity: low 

Access Conditions: 
 READ PIN 
 UPDATE PIN 
 DEACTIVATE ADM 
 ACTIVATE ADM 
 

Bytes Description M/O Length 
1 to X Alpha text string M X bytes 

 

- Alpha text string. 

Content: 

- user defined text for additional number. 

Coding: 

- same as the alpha identifier in EFADN. 

4.4.2.8 EFGAS (Grouping information Alpha String) 

This file contains the alpha strings that are associated with the group name referenced in EFGRP. 

Structure of EFGAS 

Identifier: '4FXX' Structure: linear fixed Conditional 
(see Note) 

SFI: Optional-  
Record length: X bytes Update activity: low 

Access Conditions: 
 READ PIN 
 UPDATE PIN 
 DEACTIVATE ADM 
 ACTIVATE ADM 
 

Bytes Description M/O Length 
1 to X Alpha text string M X bytes 

NOTE: This file is mandatory if and only if EFGRP is present. 
 

- Alpha text string 

Content:  

- group names. 

Coding: 

- same as the alpha identifier in EFADN. 
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Annex H (normative): 
List of SFI Values 
This annex lists SFI values assigned in this specification. 

H.1 List of SFI Values at the USIM ADF Level 
File Identification SFI Description 

'6FB7' '01' Emergency call codes 
'6F05' '02' Language indication 
'6FAD' '03' Administrative data 
'6F38' '04' USIM service table 
'6F56' '05' Enabled services table 
'6F78' '06' Access control class 
'6F07' '07' IMSI 
'6F08' '08' Ciphering and integrity keys 
'6F09' '09' Ciphering and integrity keys for packet switched domain 
'6F60' '0A' User PLMN selector 
'6F7E '0B' Location information 
'6F73' '0C' Packet switched location information 
'6F7B' '0D' Forbidden PLMNs 
'6F48' '0E' CBMID 
'6F5B' '0F' Hyperframe number 
'6F5C' '10' Maximum value of hyperframe number 
'6F61' '11' Operator PLMN selector 
'6F31' '12' HPLMN search period 
'6F62' '13' Preferred HPLMN access technology 
'6F80' '14' Incoming call information 
'6F81' '15' Outgoing call information 
'6F4F' '16' Capability configuration parameters 2 
'6F06' '17' Access Rule Reference 
'6F65' '18' RPLMN last used Access Technology 
'6FC5' '19' PLMN Network Name 
'6FC6' '1A' Operator Network List 
'6FCD' '1B' Service Provider Display Information 
‘6F39’ ‘1C’ Accumulated Call Meter 

NOTE: 
 When used the value ‘1C’ shall be used as SFI for EFACM, for compatibility reasons the terminal shall accept other 
values. 

 

All other SFI values are reserved for future use. 

H.2 List of SFI Values at the DF GSM-ACCESS Level 
File Identification SFI Description 

'4F20' '01' GSM Ciphering Key Kc 
'4F52' '02' GPRS Ciphering Key KcGPRS 

 

All other SFI values are reserved for future use. 
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